Dragons
across the world
These are many other types of dragons from across the world!

Which of these do you think would be the scariest or friendliest dragon?
Choose one of these dragons to do more research on - look on the internet or
in books to see what you can learn & try adding them to the map.
English Wyvern
English Wymr
English Knucker

A two legged winged dragon that features heavily in folklore and myth all across the country.
A limbless sea serpent that sometimes would hunt on land as well as at sea.
A winged sea serpent creature that lived in deep round pools of water in Sussex.

German Lindworm

Similar to the Wyvern but with four legs.

Lithuanian Slibinas

A multi headed winged hydra.

Polish Wawel
Tatar Zilant
Hungarian Zomok

A cave dwelling fierce scaly creature.
A largely feathered beast with the body of a bird, legs of a chicken, red wings and a snake like tail.
A large winged snake, often ridden by a wizard!

Catalan Drac

A fire and poison breathing serpent with two legs, its head can resemble a variety of animals including a

Turkish Evren

A giant snake that leaves a trail of fire from its tail as it moves.

Philippine Bakunawa

A huge sea serpent that could swallow the moon from the sky, causing eclipses, earthquakes and storms.

Korean Gye-long

A cockatrice (chicken like dragon) that is often depicted pulling the chariots of mythical heroes.

Japanese Orochi

A red eyed giant serpent with eight heads that had trees and plants growing on its back.

Tibetan Druk

A dragon that can control thunder and storms that lives in Mount Everest.

Indian Naga

A giant snake, sometimes with several heads.

Babylonian Mushkhushshu

With the body of a lion, wings, two eagle like legs and a horned head with a snake's tongue.

Chinese Lung

A long scaled serpent with four legs, often with parts from other animals such as the fins of a fish.

Khmer Neak

A cobra like serpent with up to nine heads.

Persian Abrasax
Maori Utakura
Irish Paiste

A two legged dragon with the head of a cockerel, legs made of snakes and a human body and arms.
A large sea snake like dragon that lives by a large waterfall
A fire breathing fierce scaly dragon with the horns of a ram and huge fangs.

Can you find all the countries the dragons you've learnt
about are from? Try drawing them on the map!

